
AUTUMNAL MESSAGE 

This first month of autumn in the North is under the vibratory regency of the sign of Libra, the Scales, 
ruled by Venus and exaltation of Saturn. It is a timely energy to achieve balance, that very important 
initiatic key, of which our M.S. Maestre SRF has been a perfect advocate.

The Aquarian Era also brings that gift for the New Humanity, and its sign, Aquarius, expressed in its graphic 
symbolism: two parallel waves that move together without crossing or stumbling. It indicates the balance of 
polarities, in this case for the future: balance between Science and Religion, Man and Woman, Individual and 
Society, Reason and Faith, Intellect and Intuition, Matter and Spirit, and more. Contrary to the Piscean Era, 
when these polarities separated, crossed and collided, as shown by its symbol: two fish swimming in the 
opposite direction, but joined by their mouths with a cord, so that the final break was not reached. Now they 
are heading for their reunion; that is why the Pisces symbol is now traced with two fish swimming together.

There are two equilibriums in psychology and sociology: the one passive, static, and the other active, 
dynamic. Both have a positive function but can also be negative. The economy of a country can remain static, 
neither progress nor regress: passive equilibrium. Likewise, a conservative society, tied to what has already 
been achieved, remains like that; it can be for a long time, but the time comes for new generations to break that 
static, and then a dynamism arises in search of a renovating balance. The same goes for science, religion, 
customs, and culture in general. The history of civilizations proves it.

As in the economy, society, religion, science, politics, nature, we also observe in human beings that movement 
of the pendulum from one end to the other looking for a satisfactory balance. There are conservative people 
who go from work to their home, do not interfere with anyone, religiously fulfill their obligations, but lack 
motivation and energy to seek new horizons in their lives: static balance. And there is the opposite case, the 
unstable, the dissatisfied, who try to break with routines. Of course, the extremes are bad habits. It is then about 
moving and resting in balance, handling the two polarities with will, character and method. It is the precise 
month to exercise that discipline of the spirit, seeing and living life with exercise, with style, without fear or 

bitterness, with light in our thinking and acting.

Then  with our internal and the month of the Scorpion-Eagle brings alchemical work
external energies. Followed by the Archer, Sagittarius, for the ascension of conscience and 
vision, trying to hit the target of the Supreme Truth in Life. It is worth noting that these three 
signs characterize autumn in the Northern Hemisphere, but instead in the South, they are 
characteristic of spring. A subject of study for the researcher. The balance in knowledge 
leads to synthesis. TAO DDIASP.

As the Maestre indicates in the YYY:

Jivatma, the individual soul, and Paratma, the universal soul, must be in complete 
u nion to be able to affirm that there is  Balanced perfectly, they produce this YOGA.
c ontact of final sublimation, which constitutes YOGA or Universal Identification.
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(CRUCIBLE)
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“Our Order has appeared 
in the world to transmit to 
Humanity this message: 
that it is time to achieve 
Realization, awakening, 
and start acting decidedly 
in a different manner. 
That in all the cities and 
towns, they begin to form 
Centers of Studies of the 
Divine Laws by virtue of 
which the infinite universe 
exists. For God has been 
worshiped, has been 
asked, but has not been 
s tud ied .  Th ink  and  
meditate why the S. 
Maestre S. R. de la 
Ferri re, the Messiah of e
t h e  N e w  E r a ,  h a s  
appeared in the world. It 
i s  t h a t  e v e r y  t w o  
thousand years the White 
Fraternity, which is in 
charge of the Spiritual 
Direction of the World, 
sends its messengers to 
clari fy to men their 
misconceptions, bring 
Light to confused minds 
to realize their true 
meaning, their Truth in 
relation to the universal 
plan of evolution. All 
those eternal truths to 
which the Christ refers to 
when he says: 'Times will 
pass, but my words will 
not pass '. We are going 
to work so that this Light 
shines in the human 
h e a r t ,  c o m p l e t e l y  
o b f u s c a t e d  b y  
materialism... ...”

   CIRCULATING
Circular # 4 – 1º of Cancer, Year 10 of Aquarius

Basic points: 1st: Study the Statutes, they are the 
official mark in which the Order must be 
developed. 2nd: The Centers, Colleges, Ashrams, 
any building or Aquarian unit, are the property of 
the Institution. Nothing can be in the name of a 
Dignitary or Representative of the same. Neither 
their name nor their effigy can be used for worship 
purposes. The personality of the founder was 
never the object of worship, but a symbol of 
Incarnation of the Ideal of all the followers of the 
Great Cause. He stays as THE ILLUMINATOR OF 
THE GREAT WORK. 3rd: Under the ONLY 
AUTHORITY OF THE MAESTRE, there is no 
direct successor  or spiritual descendant  of His “ ” “ ”
Powers, but only disciples  or Brothers who “ ”
continue or spread his Work. 4th: His Powers are: 
a) legally Dr. de la Ferri r ; b) spiritually, ...; c) e e...
exoterically and esoterically ... 8th: Our Movement 
is not well organized or managed because of its 
young age. But we must reform the small 
"incompatibilities" and present a well-governed 
Order in all its aspects. 9th: Everyone has the right 
to his personal life. We encourage you to seek 
human improvement without forcing dogmas in 
order to belong to the Institution. The disciplines 
are freely consented. There is no reason to criticize 
Aquarians for their behaviors. The responsibility is 
individual according to the level of consciousness 
of each one ... 10th: criticisms should not be 
rejected... ... 13th A diploma-credential must 
accompany the Cross and title when giving the 
Degrees that come from headquarters, with the 
signature of the Master or President of the Council 
... "MSM SRF

These points that the Maestre de la Ferri re lays out, e
have to be considered, updated to the present 
reality, both in the Order and in society, due to the 
advance of the Era. What the Maestre says about the 
young age of the movement, we hope is not an 
eternal youth.  We must grow and mature 
quantitatively and qualitatively. DDP

A LIVING LESSON, by the S. 
Elder Brother J. M. Estrada (p. 15): 
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M.A.I.S. MANCOMUNIDAD DE LA AMERICA 
INDIA SOLAR. Amerikua, the Ancestral America 

From: Esotericism in the Popol Vuh, by Rafael Girard: 
“ . Cosmogony and Creation of the Universe The Quiche codex 
begins by referring to Creation. God - pre-existent to his works - 
creates the Cosmos, which he distributes in 2 superimposed 
quadrangular planes: heaven and earth, demarcating their angles 
and establishing their dimensions. It thus establishes the 
geometric pattern that gave the guidelines for Mayan cosmogony, 
astronomy, chronology and surveying from that space-time 
scheme. The cosmic quadrangle is determined by the 4 solstice and 
equinoctial points, divided into 4 equal parts by the astronomical 
cross that points towards the cardinal directions… ”

From: “ A Pre-American Cosmogony The Popol Vuh is Right. 
Theory” by the Mayan teacher Domingo Martínez Paredes (he 
was a professor of Mayan language and cultures at UNAM for 20 
years): Chapter 1: “… THE POPOL VUH, in describing MAYAN 
COSMOGONY, surprisingly reveals the same theory 
as wise European astronomers, centuries or 
millennia later, argue in the light of science applied 
to research. This clarifies that the Mayan man did 
philosophize brilliantly, which is demonstrated with 
the thesis of the formation and creation of the 
EARTH by combining the elements FIRE, WATER and 
VAPOR or GAS that produced MATTER, symbolized 
under the names of TEPEU, the SUN; GUCUMATZ, 
WATER, and HURACAN-Heart of Heaven. Note that it 
is not Tepeu or Gucumatz who determine CREATION, 
but Huracan, Heart of Heaven, which is the result of 
the combination of heat, energy, fire, with water; 
that is, TEPEU and GUCUMATZ, give life to the 
maelstrom, steam, gases ... ”

AEROSOMIC THEMES

Domingo Martinez Paredes
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From: 'Art in the New Era' by S.R. de la Ferriére: 
“In this work I do not attempt to present a catalog 
or introduce artists, but to analyze the works in 
their real sense, which so often escapes the 
general public and students in particular. It is a fact 
for many of my students, for whom first of all, I 
thought of writing these few lines, for the glory of 
the Initiatic Tradition, for the safeguard of it; to 
which I have consecrated myself and to which I 
invite the present world in order to prepare in a 
positive way the Humanity of tomorrow, towards a 
more balanced destiny and more in relation to the 
true Mission of the Human Being…… ”(p. 117 )

HEALTH

“We know very well that Medicine is an Art, 
degenerated today,  from the  great  
Physiognomy of other times, which was part 

of an Astrological  
Science. At a congress 
on medical art, I had the 
opportunity to obtain 
the following statistics: 
medical diagnoses, 
accurate only 14%; 
C o s m o b i o l o g i c a l  
predictions, accurate 
92%. The facts speak 
f o r  t h e m s e l v e s . . .  
Medicine will benefit 

from the discovery of Dr. Sheldon (Columbia 
University, College of Physicians and 
Surgeons, New York): his new theory, 
Somatotype, is based on categories of 
indiv iduals c lassi f ied according to  
physiognomic types, as a consequence of the 
astral influences, although one does not want 
to recognize it  ...” From: 'Art in the New Era', p. 
114.

Dr. Sheldon's is a discovery for today's doctors, 
who graduate from universities that teach jobs to 
make a living, also to serve society, but they still do 
not provide comprehensive training in the human 
and spiritual [aspect]. Typology is a very ancient 
knowledge.

We have, for example, Mian 
Xiang, the Chinese art of face 
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n .  I n  t h e  
introduction to the work "Face 
Reading, MIAN XIANG" by M. 
and B. Koppel, it reads: "... to 
conceive, visualize and place the 
human being within a complex 
everything, that goes from the 
simplest and mundane, to the 
m o r e  c o m p l i c a t e d  a n d  
astrological, unlike the Western 

point of view, which led us to understand that every 
cause has an effect and a resonance that is reflected 
in life, in health, in our destiny and lifestyle, and in 
the results of our searches. The Chinese face reading 
and interpretation system is different from what is 
known and applied in the West; it analyzes health, 
the state of life and the strength or weakness of 
energy in the organism; deciphers the fate of a 
person in the face, predicts disease tendencies and 
their consequences, predicts situations in the 
present and future, becoming a powerful tool… ”

ART IN THE ERA OF AQUARIUS
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Yoga as a Mathesis of Psychology, which is the thesis that the Maestre de la Ferriére presents to 
the New Humanity of this Era of Aquarius. It is actually Alchemy applied to the achievement of the 

true mission and human goal in this Sacred Academy that is Mother 
Earth; although, one can speak of spiritual alchemy, Alchemy is really 
an integral science; in its practice, its various branches have to be 
considered.

The instructions of the Maestre in his Circular Letter # 4 give us 
guidelines regarding the norms for the integration of the individual 
with the social, through experiences of self-improvement that the 
disciplines and activities offered by an Initiatic Order like ours offers. 
The , the first Apostle of the Era, orientations of our Elder Brother
guide to a goal for all Humanity; to achieve it, alchemical methods have 
to be applied to the whole society. Especially to the formation of the 
new generations, so neglected today by official education systems as 
well as in their homes, aimed at preparing technicians for commercial, 
industrial, political, military, materialism, and not the full development 
of the human being in the individual and the social.

The study of the native cultures of Amerikua, who happily survived 
the carnage of the conquest and foreign colonization, their sacred 
traditions, their culture, their social, educational, government 
systems, their vision of life, will guide the new generations when they 
take over at all levels of society. This [is to happen] in order to establish 
that world of peace, health, wisdom, happiness, which brings the Era 
of Aquarius thanks to the new cosmic energies, as Precesional 
Astrology teaches. Pop Wuj or Popol Vuh is a precious treasure to get to 
understand the worldview and mentality of our cultures, so different 
from western materialism and its varnish of elementary religiosity.

The emptiness in the teachings of 'western' style schools and 
universities regarding the formation in the field of art, the sense of 
deep harmony and beauty that life presents us, creates attitudes of 
insensitivity, superficial, sensory love, of believing that the goal of life 
is material success, to have money and possessions. What has been the 
consequence? A sick and suffering society, in search of health and 
happiness. They ask God as if He were a supermarket, without 
understanding what that ancient word or words mean according to 

the languages and times. Alchemy has been called the Real Art, and the alchemist model the 'Elias 
Artist'. The hint is obvious. Art must be brought to life, instead of hanging on the walls ...

IN CONCLUSION
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Medicine, explains the Maestre, was a branch of Astrology in ancient times. That branch was 
Medical Astrology and its derivative: astrological medicine. Even today some researchers study it, and 
in Ayurveda it is applied. A serious author is Géza Back de Surany, who in his 'Manual of Medical 
Astrology', in Part I: Theory, says: “Unfortunately, practical science frequently confuses effects with 

causes, it adheres to materialism , and does not deal enough with the 
principle of LIFE, which it ignores, believing that admitting traditional 
esoteric teachings is a dishonor. The astrologer knows and admits the 
principle of the EMERALD TABLET: 'what is below is like what is 
above', knows that the Human Being is but the tangible image of the 
immaterial ADAM KADMON, a reflection of the ideal and real 
Macrocosm in the unreal matter, although accessible to our senses, of 
the Microcosm ... Each element of the body, each organ, each member, 
corresponds to an Element, a Zodiac Sign, a Planet ...”

YOGA (or ALCHEMY), ASTROLOGY AND MAGIC, is the triptych that 
the Maestre establishes for the Initiatic School. Three Sacred 
Sciences represented in the Three Wise Men with their gifts: incense 
= Air = Astrology; gold = Fire = Alchemy; Myrrh = Earth = Magic. Let 
us then take the Great Path that is Life to be studied, so each one can 
fulfill his mission in life, and with the spiritual Self-Realization, to 
reach the great Goal. As the university student who with his studies 
fulfills his mission or commitment as a student, and with the 
assimilation of knowledge reaches graduation. Journeyer, there is a 
path, it has always existed, and as you walk you will discover it, 
hidden under the undergrowth of ignorance and indifference! It has 

always been traveled by the Grand Masters and their Disciples.              

WE PAY TRIBUTE TO THE GREAT TEACHERS, SPIRITUAL GUIDES OF HUMANITY, IN THEIR 
INITIATIC DATE, OCTOBER 7, DAY OF THE SATGURU, MASTER OF MASTERS!   

T.A-O DDIASP

 
THE STORY OF THE ORIGIN OF THE SACRED PIPE

http://www.arsgravis.com/?p=129 

PURHEPECHA WOMEN'S SONG: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lpf9CNbSL0w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lpf9CNbSL0w

GEOMETRY MADE INTO ART 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HVvdAiPrvk8

CONSEJOS CIENTIFICOS PARA CRIAR NIÑOS FELICES: 

http://www.todo-mail.com/content.aspx?emailid=7641

“Los Grandes Iniciados, Un Estudio de la Historia Secreta de las Religiones”, por Eduardo Schuré.  Edición original en 
Francia, 1889:  

http://itorlaabakaakad.bligoo.com.ve/media/users/12/608318/files/73373/Schure_Edouard_-_Los_Grandes_Iniciados.pdf


